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Inspector George Gently VI 
FOUR NEW FEATURE LENGTH EPISODES 

 
The year is 1968, and MARTIN SHAW returns to BBC ONE as INSPECTOR 
GEORGE GENTLY with four new feature length films, created by Peter 
Flannery (The Devil’s Whore, Our Friends in the North). 
 
This classic series set in Northumberland, is a vivid and colourful insight into a 
time of major social change as the swinging sixties hits the North-East. With 
the wit and sharp banter between our passionate growling detective hero 
(SHAW) and his mouthy sidekick Bacchus (LEE INGLEBY), INSPECTOR 
GEORGE GENTLY lovingly recreates the warmth of the period and the 
Geordie world that they inhabit. 
 
Writer PETER FLANNERY says: "Gently and Bacchus return to Durham and 
Northumberland, my home turf, with plenty more murders and cases to solve. 
It's 1968 with huge changes in society at that time, and hopefully our series 
continues to give a real portrait of the age". 
 
The first film, Gently Northern Soul, written by David Kane (The Field of Blood, 
Sea Of Souls), sees the racial unrest that is sweeping the United States reach 
British shores as Enoch Powell launches his tirade against immigration. But 
racial harmony can be found at the ‘all-nighters’ that take place in 1968, where 
disillusioned young people, black and white, escape the boredom of factory life 
to dance the night away to imported soul music. In Newcastle, the haven of 
equality found at the Carlton Club all-nighter is destroyed when a young black 
girl, Dolores Kenny, is murdered, leading Gently to uncover a disturbing and 
racialist undercurrent growing within the local community. Guest stars include: 
LENORA CRICHLOW, EAMONN WALKER, PHILIP CORREIA, PIPPA 
BENNETT-WARNER, GARY CARR, JOHN BOWLER and MAGGIE O’NEILL. 
 
The second film, Gently With Class, written by Peter Flannery, sees a darker 
side of 1968 as the social landscape of the Western World is being shaken to 
its core. In Paris, riots rage as the workers and students take to the streets. In 
the United States, thousands rally against the Vietnam War and in England, 
antipathy for the upper class’ outmoded social graces and their abuse of 
privilege is growing by the day. The indefatigable Chief Inspector George 
Gently and Detective Sergeant John Bacchus experience the inflated authority 
of their ‘social betters’ first hand, when a beautiful young girl called Ellen 
Mallam is found dead in the passenger seat of a an upturned car registered to 
local aristocrats.  Guest stars include ROGER LLOYD PACK and 
GERALDINE SOMERVILLE as Lord and Lady Blackstone; with JAMES 
NORTON, NICK HENDRIX, CHRISTOPHER FAIRBANK and FRED 
PEARSON. The film also introduces EBONY BUCKLE as the young and free-
spirited Ellen, who sings “with a voice that could make angels weep”. As ever, 
Bacchus and Gently clash over their differing opinions - Bacchus believes that 
the aristocracy’s days are numbered, whilst Gently feels that the ruling class 
will stay impenetrable as ever….. 
 
In the third 90 minute film, The Lost Child, Gently and Bacchus are thrown into 
an emotionally-wrought case when a middle class couple’s adopted child is 
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kidnapped. It takes them to a Mother and Baby home where young single 
mothers are forced to give up their babies - where the shame of illegitimacy still 
burns the cheeks of single mothers. Guest stars include: ALISON 
STEADMAN, HELEN BAXENDALE, MARK GATISS, TONY HAYGARTH, 
HOLLY LUCAS and FAYE CASTELOW. 
 
The final film this series, Gently In The Cathedral, written by Peter Flannery, 
sees Gently’s enemies from his London Met days coming after him. Gently 
finds himself suspended from duty – powerless, unprotected and persecuted. 
Gently must confront his deepest fears and fight to the death….. Guest stars 
include: KEVIN WHATELY, DIANA QUICK, NIGEL LINDSAY, MORGAN 
WATKINS, RALPH BROWN and MELANIE CLARK PULLEN returns as 
Bacchus' estranged wife. 
 
INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY is made by Company Pictures, executive 
produced by Peter Flannery, George Faber, Charles Pattinson and Claire 
Ingham for Company Pictures, and Polly Hill for BBC One.  The films are 
produced by Faye Dorn, who is joined by the two directors from the last series 
Gillies Mackinnon (Hideous Kinky, Above Suspicion) and Nicholas Renton 
(When Harvey Met Bob, A Room With A View), who will each direct two films. 
INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY was re-commissioned by Ben Stephenson, 
Controller BBC Drama Commissioning and Danny Cohen, Controller BBC One.  
 
 
INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY is filmed on location in Durham and the 
North East. 
 
 
 

For further information please contact Deborah Goodman @ DGPR 
on 020 8959 9980 or publicity@dgpr.co.uk 

mailto:publicity@dgpr.co.uk
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY VI 
Production Credits 

Film One: Gently Northern Soul 
Film Two: Gently With Class 
Film Three: The Lost Child 

Film Four: Gently In The Cathedral 
  

Writer Gently Northern Soul   DAVID KANE 
 
Writer Gently With Class              PETER FLANNERY 
 
Writer The Lost Child    PETER FLANNERY   
 
Writer Gently In The Cathedral   PETER FLANNERY 
 
Director Film 1 & 2 GILLIES MACKINNON 
 
Director Film 3 & 4 NICHOLAS RENTON 
  
Producer FAYE DORN  
 
Executive Producers    GEORGE FABER 
       CHARLES PATTINSON   
       PETER FLANNERY  

CLAIRE INGHAM 
   
Executive Producer BBC    POLLY HILL   
 
Line Producer     AMANDA WASEY  
    
Music Supervisor      PETER SAVILLE 
 
Editor 1 & 2      ANNE SOPEL   
Editor 3      JAMES MCCOAN 
Editor 4      KEVIN LESTER  
   
DOP 1 & 2      DOMINIC CLEMENCE 
DOP 3 & 4      ULF BRANTAS 
 
Production Designer    MAURICE CAIN      
       
Costume Designer     ROSALIND EBBUTT 
 
Make-up Designer     MARY-ANNE WAITE 
 
Casting Director     TOBY WHALE    

 
Sound Recordist     GAVIN DUNN   
      
Location Manager     ANDREW BAINBRIDGE 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY NORTHERN SOUL – Film One 

Cast 
 

George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 
John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 
PC Taylor  SIMON HUBBARD  
 
Gary Watts CRAIG CONWAY 
 
Dolores Kenny PIPPA BENNETT – WARNER  
 
Carol Morford LENORA CRICHLOW 
 
Charlie Watts PHILIP CORREIA 
 
Ambrose Kenny EAMONN WALKER 
 
Joseph Kenny GARY CARR 
 
Alfred Braxton CLIFF LEE 
 
Matilda Braithwaite MAGGIE O’NEILL 
 
Bernie Watts JOHN BOWLER 
 
Mrs Stubbs TRACY WHITWELL 
 
Reporter RYAN BERNSTEIN 
 
Stunt Henchman JULIAN LIGHTWING 
 
Stunt Henchman GARY KANE 
 
Stunt Joseph’s Friend MAURICE LEE   
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY NORTHERN SOUL – Film One 

By David Kane 
 

1968 and the racial unrest sweeping the United States has reached British shores as 
the National Front launch a tirade against immigration and ‘multiculturalists’’ policies.  
 
But racial harmony can be found at the ‘all-nighters’ where disillusioned young 
people, black and white, escape the boredom of factory life to dance the night away 
to obscure soul music. In Newcastle, the haven of equality found at the Carlton all-
nighter is destroyed when a young black girl, Dolores Kenny (Pippa Bennett-Warner), 
is murdered. 
 
Chief Inspector George Gently (Martin Shaw) soon uncovers a disturbing and 
malevolent racist undercurrent lurking both within the local community and his own 
police force. 
 
Set against the backdrop of the assassination of Martin Luther King, Gently and 
Bacchus (Lee Ingleby) have their eyes opened to the shocking consequences of 
casual racism as racial tension spirals out of control, leaving a path of destroyed 
friendships, love affairs and families in its wake.  
 
Refusing to let deep-seated prejudices cloud their vision, Gently and Bacchus work 
tirelessly to unmask how Dolores died.  
 
BEHIND THE SCENES ON GENTLY NORTHERN SOUL 
 
The Town Hall Theatre in Hartlepool was used as the location for the Carlton Club. 
Built originally as a school assembly hall it now operates as a small theatre – with a 
stunning original interior. 
 
The dancers in the Carlton Club scenes came from local Northern & Soul dance 
clubs. Lee Ingleby had difficulty keeping up with them, as his character, Bacchus, 
goes undercover and has to join in the dancing! Pippa Bennett-Warner who played 
Dolores said “I absolutely loved learning the dances in the club scene. I started in 
musical theatre in the original cast of The Lion King, so loved a chance to have a bit 
of a dance. The moves were great fun to learn”! 
 

 
Facts from 1968:  

– Jimi Hendrix’s album Electric Ladland, complete with shocking nude cover, 
made him a star in England 

– Enoch Powell made his controversial ‘Rivers of Blood’ speech – 20th April 
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s killer, James Earl Ray, arrested in London – 8th June 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Luther_King,_Jr.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Earl_Ray
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY WITH CLASS – Film Two 

Cast 
 
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 
John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 
PC Taylor      SIMON HUBBARD  
 
Bob Anderton     DON GALLAGHER 
 
Asst. Chief Const. Gordon    CHRIS BRAILSFORD 
 
Alethea Blackstone     GERALDINE SOMERVILLE 
 
James Blackstone     JAMES NORTON 
 
Hector Blackstone     ROGER LLOYD PACK 
 
Ellen Mallam      EBONY BUCKLE 
 
Anthony Baugh     NICK HENDRIX 
 
Dr Arnold      NICHOLAS LUMLEY 
 
Billy Mallam      CHRISTOPHER FAIRBANK 
 
Caretaker (Miners Club)    FRED PEARSON 
 
Ms Acklington (Solicitor)   ` ALEX CHILDS 
 
Woman (who wakes with Bacchus)  BEV FOX 
 
James Stunt Double    ROB COOPER 
 
Ellen Stunt Double     NELLIE BURROUGHES  
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY WITH CLASS – Film Two 

By Peter Flannery 
 

It’s 1968 and the social landscape of the Western World is being shaken to its core. 
In Paris, riots rage as the workers and students take to the streets. In the United 
States, thousands rally against the Vietnam War and in England, antipathy for the 
upper class’s outmoded social mores and abuse of privilege is growing by the day.  
 
The indefatigable Chief Inspector George Gently (Martin Shaw) and his sidekick, 
John Bacchus (Lee Ingleby) experience the inflated authority of their ‘social betters’ 
firsthand when a beautiful young girl called Ellen Mallam (introducing Ebony Buckle) 
is found dead in the passenger seat of an upturned car registered to local aristocrats, 
the Blackstone’s.  
 
Gently and Bacchus struggle to untangle a web of secrets as it becomes clear that 
the driver of the car left Ellen alone to drown in the river in which the car was 
submerged. Free-spirited Ellen represented a challenge to the Establishment, 
beguiling sensitive heir-apparent James Blackstone with promises of a beautiful 
world outside his gilded cage. But James’ mother, Alethea (Geraldine Somerville), 
has planned her son’s future from the moment he was born and refuses to be 
defeated. Only her son’s death can stop her in her tracks.  
 
Bacchus is convinced they are on the brink of a brave new world – the aristocracy’s 
days are numbered. But as the investigation takes an astonishing turn, Gently is 
unsurprised to find the hegemony of the ruling class unshaken and as impenetrable 
as ever. 
 
 
BEHIND THE SCENES ON GENTLY WITH CLASS 
 
The location for Abberwick Hall, home of the Blackstone family, is really Biddick Hall. 
The former family home to Lord Durham and sitting proud within Lambton Park, a 
1300 acres walled estate close to Chester le Street, it proved a stunning place to film.  
 

EBONY BUCKLE who plays the ghostly Ellen found herself in the grounds of Biddick 
Hall during a night shoot where she had to play the violin in a field of daffodils – very 
cold but luckily it was a really clear night, and the music in such a stunning setting is 
very haunting. This is Australian EBONY’s acting debut. She is a classically trained 
singer and musician – and found the Geordie accent to speak was like singing. 
 

 

Facts from 1968:  
– London Bridge sold to American entrepreneur Robert P. McCulloch who 

rebuilds it at Lake Havasu City, Arizona – 18th April 
– Coal mining in the Black Country, which played a big part in the Industrial 

Revolution, ends after some 300 years with the closure of Baggeridge 
Colliery near Sedgley – 2nd March 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Bridge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_P._McCulloch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Bridge_(Lake_Havasu_City)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arizona
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coal_mining
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Country
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_Revolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_Revolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baggeridge_Colliery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baggeridge_Colliery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sedgley
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 INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
THE LOST CHILD – Film Three 

Cast  
 
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 
John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 
PC Taylor      SIMON HUBBARD  
 
Stephen Groves     MARK GATISS 
 
Frances Groves     HELEN BAXENDALE 
 
Peter Bacchus     TONY HAYGARTH 
 
Esther Dunwoody     ALISON STEADMAN 
 
Hazel Joyce      FAYE CASTELOW 
 
Mary       MOLLY ROBERTS 
 
Susan Faulkner     HOLLY LUCAS 
 
Andrew Fleming      ANDREW FRAME 
 
Gareth      JONATHAN DAWES 
 
Cyclist       SAM PARHAM 
 
Farmer Kennedy     TERENCE HILLYER  
 
Young Frances     JESSICA HARGREAVES 
 
Young Stephen     SAMUEL CLAYTON   
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
THE LOST CHILD – Film Three 

By Peter Flannery 
 
1968 and the Abortion Act of 1967 is yet to be implemented. The number of pre-
marital pregnancies has rocketed since the end of the war and the number of babies 
being adopted peaks at 28,000.  
 
The shame of illegitimacy still burns the cheeks of single mothers and their families 
who often force their unmarried daughters into ‘Mother and Baby homes’ to conceal 
their dirty secret. Here, the emphasis is placed on getting the babies adopted into 
married homes whilst providing a moral education for these fallen women. For some 
girls it offers an opportunity to return to their old lives uninterrupted, hopes and 
dreams intact. For others, the pain of having to give up their child is unbearable; their 
suffering is a life sentence, and for the childless couples who have long yearned for a 
baby, it offers them the opportunity to finally become a ‘proper’ family. 
 
Inspector George Gently and his sergeant, John Bacchus, are given an insight into 
the complexities of this emotionally-wrought world when the adopted child of a 
middle-class couple is kidnapped.  
 
Suspicion initially falls upon the natural mother – did she ‘steal’ her own baby back? 
But investigations into the Mother and Baby home itself reveals a much darker side 
to this hothouse of morality; and raises questions as to how far this seemingly perfect 
couple is prepared to go to get a child.  
 
 
BEHIND THE SCENES ON THE LOST CHILD 
 
Filming and recreating a 60s beach scene on location in Seaton Carew took a huge 
amount of organizing. With some 30 supporting cast including children dressed in 
sixties clothes, stripy deck chairs, working ice cream van, sixties cars, candy floss 
machine, original buckets and spades, picnic hampers, picnic rugs and not forgetting 
the donkeys giving the children rides on the beach, it was a busy day for the 
production team. What was fascinating was to see the children on the beach playing 
and loving traditional beach toys including flying kites and building sandcastles – 
even in between takes they didn’t go to grab their Nintendo DS but carried on happily 
playing with each other! 
 
Facts from 1968:  

– First performance of the Andrew Lloyd Webber–Tim Rice musical, Joseph and 
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat in its original form as a "pop cantata", by 
pupils of Colet Court preparatory school in Hammersmith – 1st March. 

– The Abortion Act 1967 comes into effect, legalising abortion on a number of 
grounds, with free provision through the National Health Service – 27th April. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Lloyd_Webber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Rice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_and_the_Amazing_Technicolor_Dreamcoat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_and_the_Amazing_Technicolor_Dreamcoat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantata
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colet_Court
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preparatory_school_(United_Kingdom)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammersmith
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_Act_1967
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Health_Service
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY IN THE CATHEDRAL – Film Four 

Cast  
 
George Gently     MARTIN SHAW 
 
John Bacchus     LEE INGLEBY 
 
PC Taylor      SIMON HUBBARD  
 
Lisa Bacchus      MELANIE CLARK PULLEN 
 
Leigh Ann Bacchus     KATIE ANDERSON 
 
Melvin Rattigan     RALPH BROWN 
 
Donald McGhee     KEVIN WHATLEY 
 
Gitta Bronson     DIANA QUICK 
 
DCs Trevor Statham    NIGEL LINDSAY 
 
DS Kieran Lawson     MORGAN WATKINS 
 
Frannie Hilston     BRETT ALLEN 
 
Owen Galliford      KEMAL SYLVESTER 
 
Bernie Henderson     ANGELICA PENN 
 
Alec Powell      MICHAEL HODGSON 
 
PC Gavin Henderson    LEE ARMSTRONG 
 
Judge       MARK PENFOLD 
 
Magistrate      JAQUELINE KING 
 
Tim       PHILIP FOX 
 
Asst. Chief Const. Gordon    CHRIS BRAILSFORD 
 
Commentator     TIMOTHY WALKER 
 
PC in Woods      DAVID KIRKBRIDGE 
 
Frannie Stunt Driving Double   PETE FORD 
Stunt Van Driver     JULIAN LIGHTWING 
Owen Stunt Double     DAVID GARRICK 
Bacchus Stunt Driving Double   GARY HOPTROUGH 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY IN THE CATHEDRAL – Film Four 

By Peter Flannery 
 

It is now four years since George Gently came north, and four long years since the 
death of his wife. His work for the Met through the 1950s and 1960s made him many 
enemies – not only among the criminals he put away, but also among some of his ex 
colleagues at the Met and the criminals whose interests had become synonymous 
with them.  
 
The seismic forces that displaced him in 1964 are once more active – and have 
followed him to Durham. Underworld figure, Rattigan, who Gently sent down all those 
years ago, has been cleared on the grounds that evidence was fabricated by Gently 
himself, and now he is hell bent on revenge.  
 
Donald McGhee (Kevin Whately) Gently’s friend and colleague from the Met appears 
on the scene – but can Gently trust him? 
 
Bacchus is torn between his loyalty to Gently and his ambition to make it to the Met. 
 
Gently finds himself suspended from duty – powerless, unprotected and persecuted.  
 
If he is to survive, Gently must confront his deepest fears and fight to the death….. 
 

 
BEHIND THE SCENES ON GENTLY IN THE CATHEDRAL 
 
IGG were delighted to be able to film so much of this episode inside Durham 
Cathedral – which happens to be Martin Shaw’s favourite place to visit (if he has any 
free time) during filming. There are three services a day in the Cathedral and filming 
worked around these times. It was a major and exciting prospect to film the series  
climax in the Cathedral. 
 
Kevin Whately who is a guest star in this episode of IGG, had been a chorister at 
Durham Cathedral when he was a child in the sixties! 
 
Facts from 1968:  

– The Kray Twins, 34-year-old Ronnie and Reggie, and their 41-year-old brother 
Charlie Kray are among 18 men arrested in dawn raids across London. They 
stand accused of a series of crimes including murder, fraud, blackmail and 
assault – 8th May 

– The Space Hopper toy was launched.  
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kray_Twins
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_Kray
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
Martin Shaw (George Gently) 

 
This series we go through an amazing amount of social change. 1968 really is when 
we got to know the 60s – when it really took hold. Not just the hippies and the love 
and peace generation. In this series there really is a sense of extraordinary and rapid 
change. 
 
In the first film, Gently Northern Soul, there is footage of Enoch Powell’s speech from 
1968, which just ties in exactly with what the episode’s about really. I remember it 
happening very well at the time. To hear it vocalised by a shadow cabinet minister 
was very, very shocking it was so extreme and made my blood boil. And when we 
were hearing it back today, it is even more shocking – only 45 years ago…. and in 
the second film, Gently With Class we see television footage of the Paris riots 
unfolding. This series shows how much has changed - but also how little has 
changed.  
 
At the start of the series we see Gently back with his grief about his wife. We see him 
drinking heavily. Well, he’s drinking to cover up his pain the way people do. He can’t 
get over the loss of his wife, the loss of his partner – the murder of his partner.  He 
aches. It’s there all the time but in this film it is more on the surface. It’s the sense 
that if one of the other characters is talking about a relationship or a wife, that thought 
of his own wife is going to cross his mind. Maybe regular viewers might just see that 
shallow cross my face and they would know why. To anybody who didn’t, they would 
either not notice or think, “Oh, that’s interesting, I wonder what he was thinking just 
then.” It’s all a realistic texture, because that’s how people are. We all have these 
private thoughts.  
 
In this first film he steps back a bit on the investigation, but does finally jump back on 
Bacchus – their thoughts on class differ greatly. 
 
Working with Lee (Ingleby) is the same as always! He’s such a good pal and he 
makes me laugh. He’s great fun, both as person and as an actor. We always have 
fun on set which is absolutely vital when you work so closely with someone. Gently 
and Bacchus have a lot of ups and downs this season but they are pretty solid at the 
core, which is sorely tried across the four films especially in Gently In The Cathedral. 
I do think there is something of a father and son relationship there. 
 
We have had some great guest actors this season. It was absolutely extraordinary to 
see so many people at the top of our profession coming in to play guest roles, it was 
really wonderful and they were all fans of the show and so very nice to have! We’ve 
always had very good actors every season but it was nice having such high profile 
and great casts for these four films.  
 
In our first film, Gently Northern Soul, we had Eamonn Walker, who’s probably the 
most electric and powerful actor that I’ve worked with since Tony Hopkins. He 
reminded me very much of Anthony Hopkins in the sort of power and crackling 
electricity that he brings to the role. He literally makes the air crackle with a sense of 
danger about him. But when the cameras stop, he’s one of the gentlest people you 
could wish to meet: it was a real pleasure and privilege. 
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Mark Gatiss in film three, The Lost Child, is wonderful and has a great track record. 
He is such a clever man and such a good writer.  We had lots of conversations about 
the business. He’s such an enthusiast, the business is like his hobby! He even talked 
to me about what I did at the Royal Court in 1968 and you think “bloody hell Mark 
how do you know about that?”! Lee’s a great friend of his and actually suggested him 
for the role – and he’d wanted to do an INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY for a while 
now – the only Geordie actor who’d not been cast to date he said! 
 
In the final film, Gently In The Cathedral, we have Kevin Whately playing an old Met 
friend of Gently’s. Kevin’s really lovely and such a pro. One of the nicest people in 
television, so it was just like picking up an old friendship even though we’d never 
worked together before. We both have different memories of how we actually met 
many years ago - I remember meeting him at some kind of function but he doesn’t 
remember that, he remembers an Equity meeting; and that part I don’t remember - so 
I’m not sure who’s first memory is correct!  
 
In Gently In The Cathedral the story is about police corruption. For me, it wasn’t until 
the Birmingham Six, when not just one or two officers but a whole serious crime 
squad were named, that police corruption was brought to light. It was then that I 
realised that police corruption was not as rare as we thought or hoped. Obviously 
Gently had seen and known about police corruption at the Met and that was why he 
had left – and now in Gently In The Cathedral, it catches up with him. 
 
We worked in and around the Cathedral on our final film over two days. To have it to 
ourselves’ was a real privilege. We worked around the three services they hold 
during the day. When I have any spare time whilst in Durham, I spend a lot of time at 
the Cathedral it is such a wonderful place; but to film there….well it was fabulous. 
Durham Cathedral is 900 years old, 900 years of continuous worship with a saint 
buried at each end: you’ve got the Venerable Bede at one end and St. Cuthbert at 
the other. It’s such a beautiful city with the Cathedral, that it’s almost like another 
character in the piece. 
 
I still get to drive Gently’s Rover car, which has become a bit of a badge of office. But 
it’s such a dog to drive!!  
 
 
One of England’s most popular actors for more than four decades, Martin is 
noted for his versatility.   
He has starred in over 100 TV roles, his long TV career beginning in 1967 with 
Love On The Dole. His theatrical career has been very distinguished with a 
string of West End successes, with the first revival of Look Back In Anger, and 
on Broadway as Lord Goring in An Ideal Husband  which won him a Tony 
nomination and a Drama Desk award for Best Actor, and the West End run in 
Clifford Odets’ The Country Girl. The Professionals was an international hit and 
Martin has also starred in Sky’s Playhouse Presents, The Scarlet Pimpernel, 
Always and Everyone, Judge John Deed and Apparitions.  
He lives in a beautiful Quaker house (once owned by an ancestor of Abraham 
Lincoln) in Norfolk.  A pilot, he owns and flies a vintage Piper L4 Cub.  
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
Lee Ingleby (John Bacchus) 

 

This series Bacchus has moved on a couple of years. I think you see a bit more of 
Bacchus’ human side - you see a bit of his heart. I think he has grown up a bit, he’s 
still angry and sarcastic but I think he’s become a bit more of a considered guy, a bit 
more of a copper rather than just this bull in a china shop.  
 
There’s a fantastic line in our second film, Gently With Class, where Geraldine 
Somerville’s character says “when I first met you I thought you were an angry young 
man with a chip of your shoulder, now I can see you’re an angry young man with a 
chip on both shoulders” which I think is great and just sums him up really. But he 
does address that in the third film, The Lost Child, when Bacchus says that “I’m 
angry and sarcastic and I don’t know why”. 
 
He’s growing older, getting a bit shaggier, and sideburns are coming in. I can’t grow 
side burns… any excuse for a side burn is always welcome! We had them made 
especially by a company who do all the wigs for movies like The Hobbit, so I had 
ones that needed to stick on everyday. It gave a sense of time ticking on, fashion 
slightly changing - and he’s still with the times. 
 
Bacchus and Gently: it’s a bit of a rollercoaster for the two of them. They become a 
bit more involved in each other. In the second film, Gently With Class, the whole 
class thing becomes very personal, they’re both very opinionated. And Gently stands 
back and he sees the huge fall Bacchus is going to make and he chooses not to save 
him, it’s going to be a lesson for him.   
 
Bacchus has gone through divorce, his ex has got a new man, and he doesn’t see 
his child so much.  He’s growing up and he’s single and maybe a little bit lonely. 
 
In the first film, Gently Northern Soul, he gets involved with this girl and Gently 
challenges him again and Bacchus is like “you don’t understand, I can do it on my 
own; I know what I’m doing”. In Carol (Lenora Crichlow), I think he finds somebody 
who could have potentially been his soul mate. I think that’s the way I played it, the 
fact that she wasn’t just this girl that he fancied, he grew to really like. He cared about 
her enormously but he was telling her a lie unfortunately. But even though he was 
this undercover guy, Jim Thomas – I think that’s more Bacchus than he presents 
himself to be. I have a swimming pool scene with Lenora. I was self conscious about 
having no muscles - that’s me going I’m not really man material but it was funny, it 
was a giggle, it was fun to do and I get to kiss somebody very beautiful. How nice to 
be able to do that! It was different and it was Bacchus enjoying himself and being 
actually quite a good copper. I liked all of that, it’s my favourite episode. 
 
Our third film, The Lost Child, it’s interesting because Bacchus sort of turns to Gently 
for a bit of advice without actually asking him. He wants to tell him all these things 
about the history with his father (Tony Haygarth) but he doesn’t really want to talk 
about it at all. He becomes a real friend in that one I think. It’s almost like Bacchus 
becomes the son that Gently never had. Bacchus then questions his relationship with 
his own daughter and also what is was like for him as a child with his father. It’s really 
interesting. 
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Then in the final episode, Gently In The Cathedral, you get the trust issue and the 
loyalty and the conflicts of interest and the confusion and it’s whether Bacchus really 
knows the person, Gently, he thought he knew. It was just amazing to film the final 
scenes, just because of the history of the place (Durham Cathedral) and the fact that 
they let us in there! It was such an amazing backdrop.  
 
This season we’ve had a really nice cast to play with too. My mate Mark Gatiss (film 
three, The Lost Child) and has always wanted to be in INSPECTOR GEORGE 
GENTLY. When we met on Wind in the Willows in 2006, for some reason we’d 
always have a bit of banter with each other in Geordie; so when I had the audition for 
GENTLY I’d already had the training for it (not being a Geordie myself)! I’m sure that 
helped me get the role, so it was only nice to return the favour!  
 
 
As an actor, Lee is a true chameleon – White Heat, Being Human, Crooked 
House, A Place Or Execution, Rapunzel (when he played a female tennis star), 
Life On Mars, Wind In The Willows as Mole, Early Doors, Nicholas Nickleby as 
Smike, Spaced and Nature Boy. 
Films include: The Arbitor, Mike Leigh’s Olympics A Running Jump, Doghouse, 
Wintering, Hippie Hippie Shake, Harry Potter, Master And Commander, Borstal 
Boy and Ever After. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY NORTHERN SOUL – Film One 

Lenora Crichlow (Carol Morford) 

 

WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HER? 
I play Carol. She is a young girl grieving for her best friend. She finds a spark with 
Lee’s character Bacchus, but is unfortunately betrayed by the social climate at that 
time – the racial tension between the police and the local and black community. 
My dad, Frank Crichlow, was an activist and ran a restaurant The Mangrove when he 
was framed by police and arrested for possession of drugs in a racially motivated 
case – he was cleared. So certainly for me this film was interesting to see how far 
we’ve come but also how far we have to go….  
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS?  
This is my first for television. I have loved learning and playing with this period. I 
watched a lot of Northern Soul dancing and listened to all the music references. 
Northern Soul is mostly for the guys to do most of the turning and spins so I had a 
lucky escape as I only had to learn dancing in your own space and world!  
 
HAVE YOU WORKED WITH ANY OF THE PRODUCTION TEAM?  
I worked with Lee on Being Human when he played a bad vampire!! Garry Carr I 
worked with on one episode of Death In Paradise in which he’s a regular….and also 
JT and Matt on lighting who were both on Being Human too!  
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG? 
The memorial scene was so moving with Eamonn’s (Walker) performance delivering 
a highly emotional content and current that ran through the scene. It was also very 
frightening with the arrival of the racist gang – all I can say they were very good 
playing the scene – it was chilling.  
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
This was my first time in Durham and it’s beautiful. Beautiful walks along the river 
and lovely people.  
 
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE 1968 PERIOD COSTUMES AND HAIR? 
I love dressing up so this has been a true joy to do! My costumes were all originals 
so not that comfortable as they had no ‘give’ in them, but I love the look! Not sure 
about the swimming hat though – I’m glad we decided to keep full make up…. It’s 
one thing putting a swim hat on when you are swimming but quite another when it’s 
just on camera!  
 

DOES SOMETHING REMIND YOU OF THE 60S? 
The music of that time always takes me there and makes me smile! I grew up with a 
lot of old music in my house, but it’s the beats and graininess too. My mum’s still got 
a record player with all her vinyls. The Supremes stood out for me – both the music 
and the look. My character’s hair was modeled on a photograph of Diana Ross. 
 
SOMETHING THAT YOU NOTICE HAS CHANGED HUGELY BEYOND THE 60S?  
Most things have changed. The way we can communicate makes the world a very 
small place.  
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY NORTHERN SOUL – Film One 

Eamonn Walker (Ambrose Kenny) 
 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HIM? 
Ambrose is the father of Dolores – the girl who was killed. My character migrated 
over to Britain from the West Indies after fighting in WW2 (for Britain), and decided to 
stay on. At that particular time race relations weren’t great, for the blacks, or the Irish, 
so there was a strength of character that Ambrose had in staying amongst all of that 
and bringing up a family. He is a bus conductor and bringing up his kids on his own, 
who have different points of view about what it was like to grow up in Britain.  
What was great about this episode was that it brought up all the social issues that 
were in Great Britain at that time in the 1960s. Of course, it gave the black point of 
view but what most people wouldn’t have known is what was going on in the black 
households with British first generation children.  
 
HAVE YOU WORKED ANY OF THE PRODUCTION TEAM?  
I’ve been a big fan of Martin Shaw’s for a number of years, so when this role came 
up he was one of the reasons I said I wanted to do it – and very glad I did too! Also 
an amazing job with the costumes I have to get home and have a suit made exactly 
like the ones from that period – that’s how much I liked it all.          
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG? 
Towards the end of the episode, when we’d been through most of the drama of the 
story, we come back to my house which had been covered in red paint by the racist 
characters. George Gently has pleaded with us to rise above it and not react to the 
hatred that was coming towards me. I Iooked at him as if to say you just don’t know 
what it IS to rise up against something like that. It takes some balls for him to get out 
of the car when he sees my house all covered in red paint and he witnesses the 
hatred upfront and personal. There’s a great look on his face where he was kind of 
ashamed of his own people. It was like painting a real tableau moment.             
 
DO YOU REMEMBER THE SIXTIES?  
I grew up in the sixties and it was a hard place to grow up in, especially as a person 
of colour. The attitudes were staunch at that time and a lot more people thought that 
way (racist) than they do now, not that there aren’t those views anymore, there are, 
but more of the country was that way in the 60s. 
In the late 60s my mother listened to the reggae music like Mickey Damon and the 
Usual Lights; music coming from the West Indies was being played in black homes in 
Britain – very different to what was being played on the charts. For me what sticks 
out is early Bob Marley. That’s when the two cultures joined and became aligned.    
 
SOMETHING THAT YOU NOTICE HAS CHANGED HUGELY BEYOND THE 60S?  
Everything! Everything has changed. Mainly the attitudes. One of the great things 
about this episode is that on the one hand it’s saying, look how far we’ve come; and 
on the other hand we haven’t moved forward at all because some things are exactly 
the same. For this episode we looked at the speech of Enoch Powell, and at the time 
it didn’t seem such an outrageous thing to say but NOW when you listen to that 
speech it seems slightly outrageous by a large section of the community – so that in 
itself shows you how far we’ve come and changed as a country. Right now Britain is 
really a multicultural society.       
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY WITH CLASS – Film Two 

Geraldine Somerville (Alethea Blackstone) 
 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HER? 
I play Alethea; she is a very headstrong and powerful woman, with an intense love 
for her son James. She has huge ambitions for him that are unrealistic because of 
the sort of person that he is. She is desperately trying to control him and keep him on 
HER life plan…   
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS?  
I really enjoy period dramas. I love the costumes and makeup and researching each 
era is always a fascinating process. Last year I played the Countess of Manton in 
Julian Fellowes’ Titanic and I also worked with Julian on Gosford Park which was set 
in the ‘30s.  
 
HAVE YOU WORKED WITH ANY OF THE PRODUCTION TEAM?  
This is the first time, and hopefully not the last time, I have worked with Martin, Lee, 
Roger, Gillies, James and Nick. It was a really fun job and I loved working with them 
and being in Durham with such a brilliant production team. George Gently Rocks! 
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG? 
Well that would have to be pretending to smoke a joint with a semi-naked Nick 
Hendrix! 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
I have filmed a Catherine Cookson film called the Black Velvet Gown near Newcastle 
many years ago …it is an absolutely beautiful part of the world, totally un-spoilt and I 
found the people very welcoming and friendly. 
 
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE 1968 PERIOD COSTUMES AND HAIR? 
LOVE IT!! I really liked my costumes and hair and makeup was great too….really.  
 
SOMETHING SIXTIES? 
My Grandmother’s Morris Minor Van. Mind you that was the 70s - LOVED it. 
 
SOMETHING THAT YOU NOTICE HAS CHANGED HUGELY BEYOND THE 60S?  
The ever present mobile telephones now ….the constant cigarette smoking then... 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY WITH CLASS – Film Two 

Roger Lloyd Pack (Hector Blackstone) 
 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HIM? 
I play Hector Blackstone, a member of the Aristocracy. One of his cars from his 
estate is involved in the death of a young woman. 
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS?  
I do. I enjoy wearing the clothes from different eras, though I was a young man in the 
sixties so it doesn’t feel like period to me. 
 
HAVE YOU WORKED WITH ANY OF THE PRODUCTION TEAM?  
I worked with Martin (Shaw) many years ago in an episode of The Professionals. I 
worked with Gillies, the director, on an episode of Born and Bred, about six or eight 
years ago. It was a very enjoyable shoot: long hours, a demanding script and good 
company.  
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG? 
Probably the scene in the house towards the end of the story when the denouement 
is revealed. It was one of the first scenes we shot and was a fairly emotional scene 
and challenging to do. 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
I filmed a television play Births, Marriages and Deaths around Newcastle, about 
students reuniting. I had some time off during that production, and I had my car with 
me, and I was able to visit some of the fabulous Northumberland countryside, 
including Holy Island. 
 
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE 1968 PERIOD COSTUMES AND HAIR? 
I wore my hair very long in the sixties, although my character in this is from the old 
school and represents all that that stood for. I also used to wear flare trousers and I 
can’t imagine now why we thought they looked good! 
 
SOMETHING THAT YOU NOTICE HAS CHANGED HUGELY BEYOND THE 60S?  
Well, mobile phones and computers have completely changed the way we lead our 
lives, not necessarily for the better, in terms of quality. Maybe for convenience. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
THE LOST CHILD – Film Three 

 
Alison Steadman (Esther Dunwoody) 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HER? 
Esther Dunwoody. She runs a Mother and Baby home for unmarried mothers. She is 
a disciplinarian and runs a tight ship. She means well but follows the strict rules of 
feeding every four hours whether the baby is distressed or not. We get the feeling 
she is a lonely woman with a lot of sadness hidden underneath her controlled 
exterior. 
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS? – OR IS THIS YOUR FIRST PERIOD DRAMA 
I have never been in a sixties drama. It was great to go back to permed hair, blouses 
with bows and a tweed suit. Most people smoked then and that was interesting. I 
haven’t smoked for many years and had almost forgotten how!  
I loved the look. It was so different from me and that’s always exciting to create a 
new character. 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
I have never filmed in the North East but have worked in the theatre in Newcastle. I 
loved Durham and visited there as a 9 year old on a school trip from Liverpool. I 
managed to visit Durham Cathedral and thought it was absolutely stunning.  
 
DO YOU HAVE A MEMORY FROM THE SIXTIES?  
I remember backcombing my hair and wearing very pale lipstick. A teacher at school 
told me never to wear mascara on my bottom lashes as it was very ageing. I ignored 
that of course. 
 
ONE KEY THING THAT HAS CHANGED HUGELY SINCE THE 60S?  
Being able to communicate anytime, anywhere. Growing up in the 60s we didn’t have 
a telephone until I was 15. My son was in Tokyo last Christmas and I could speak 
and see him on Christmas day via Skype.  
 

Helen Baxendale (Frances Groves) 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HER? 
I play Frances Groves. She is the product of the time; a northern lady who has kept 
herself to herself and who has found communication in her relationship with her 
husband tricky.  
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS?  
I love period dramas, especially the costumes. The costumes and make up were all 
authentic and good fun, but I look like my grandmother! 
 
HAVE YOU WORKED WITH ANY OF PRODUCTION TEAM?  
No I hadn’t worked with them before but it was an absolute pleasure - a very lovely 
cast and crew.   
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
I hadn’t filmed there before but had visited for holidays. I think it’s a beautiful location 
- a hidden treasure.  
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
THE LOST CHILD – Film Three 
Mark Gatiss (Stephen Groves) 

 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HIM? 
Stephen is a bank manager who seems to be living a fairly ordinary life, but there are 
some dark secrets lurking under the surface of his marriage. 
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS? 
I love them. I knew I wouldn’t be getting loon pants and velvet as my character is 
very straight but I managed to get a few things of the kind I remember my Dad 
wearing when I was little. Those airtex short sleeves shirts etc. It’s quite odd doing a 
‘period’ drama set in a year when you were actually around!  
 
HAVE YOU WORKED WITH ANY OF THE CAST TEAM?  
Lee (Ingleby) is one of my best friends and I must have been about the only North-
Eastern actor not to have done IGG!  It’s been such a laugh and very rewarding. We 
met filming Wind in the Willows in Romania several years ago and got on 
immediately. We spent most of the time doing a very silly Geordie accent which Lee 
credits as getting him the part of Bacchus a few months after we got back!  
I’ve been a fan of Martin (Shaw) for years and he was a joy to work with. He happily 
regaled me with stories of filming The Golden Voyage of Sinbad which pleased me 
no end!  
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG? 
There’s a big emotional scene towards the end in which Helen Baxendale playing my 
wife, is absolutely brilliant. That was tiring but great! I think I probably enjoyed being 
in the interview room with Martin and Lee being grilled. I’ve always wanted to do one 
of those police scenes!  
  
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
I’m from County Durham but this is only the third time I’ve filmed in the region. The 
last time was on a Catherine Cookson twenty years ago! It’s been brilliant to be back 
and working. My family popped over to watch some filming and we had a night out at 
the Pictures. Just like old times. It’s funny, though, when you’re working you see the 
place differently, almost like a tourist.  
 
DO YOU REMEMBER THE SIXTIES?  
I was only very little but our family home movies are very evocative of the time. Sun-
drenched super 8 film, short skirts, everyone smiling. Weddings, beehives, flash cars. 
It looks like fun!  
 
SOMETHING THAT YOU NOTICE HAS CHANGED HUGELY BEYOND THE 60S?  
I suppose communication is the main thing. I remember when you could say ‘Sorry, I 
was out?’ I lost a job once in the early 90s because I was out!  Wouldn’t happen now.  
 
WHICH DO YOU PREFER WRITING OR ACTING?  
I’ve always loved doing both and have been fortunate enough to make both my living. 
I like the contrast. It’s been lovely to guest on IGG without having any of the hassles 
of producing or writing it! 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
GENTLY IN THE CATHEDRAL – Film Four 

Kevin Whately (Donald McGhee) 
 
WHAT CHARACTER DO YOU PLAY AND TELL US A BIT ABOUT HIM? 
I play McGhee and old friend of Gently’s. He’s a baddy and it was a real attraction to 
play a bad guy.  
I’ve grew a beard for the role which gave me a very different look. 
 
DO YOU ENJOY PERIOD DRAMAS? 
I’ve done films set in both World Wars, in Edwardian London and in the Nineteenth 
Century, but no earlier that that. They are much more interesting to do that present 
day.  
 
HAVE YOU WORKED ANY OF THE OTHER PRODUCTION TEAM?  
Martin and I met at an Equity Union meeting in the seventies at the Old Vic but we’ve 
never worked together before. He’s been so welcoming and is such a fine actor. Lee 
(Ingleby) his accent is completely spot on – I hadn’t realized he’s not from the North 
East! It’s been great coming in and discovering a new character. I’ve worked with 
Diana (Quick) who is in this episode of Inspector George Gently, on both Morse and 
Lewis, and with the director Nicholas Renton on Lewis and other films. 
 
WHAT WAS THE MOST MEMORABLE SCENE FOR YOU DURING FILMING IGG? 
Climbing around Durham Cathedral and blasting both lead actors of course!!!! 
 
HAVE YOU FILMED IN THE NORTH EAST BEFORE?  
All of the locations are nostalgic for me.  
Filming at Durham Cathedral was great, as I used to sing in the Cathedral choir when 
I was a kid.  
It’s great to film everything on location, rather than in a studio, as helps with the 
imagination and the finished product. 
Filming a scene outside the town hall in Durham again brings back a clear memory of 
June 1963 when there was still snow on the ground there! 
 
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE 1968 PERIOD COSTUMES AND HAIR? 
You are talking about my youth! It was perfect! 
 
YOU ARE SO WELL KNOWN AS LEWIS, A MODERN DAY POLICEMAN – HOW 
WOULD LEWIS HAVE MANAGED IN 1968? 
Lewis would have joined the police in around 1968. He’d have been fine. Mobile 
phones and computers have completely altered police work, and also the plotting of 
police dramas in present day. There is more potential for suspense in the 60s. 
 
DO YOU REMEMBER THE SIXTIES?  
Particular memories: Being in St James’ Park the night Newcastle won the Fairs Cup 
in 1969 / Songs: All Or Nothing by Small Faces and Baba O’Reilly by The Who / Led 
Zeppelin concert at City Hall / Singing in Durham Cathedral as a chorister in 1963 / 
Winning the schools medal in the Durham Cathedral in 1969 / I was in a rock/folk 
band in the later sixties – Substantial Minority. 
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INSPECTOR GEORGE GENTLY 
Company Pictures 

 

Company Pictures is one of the UK’s largest independent film and television drama 
production companies. Television production highlights include: Women In Love 
starring Rosamund Pike for BBC4, BBC Two’s The Shadow Line, Elizabeth I (winner 
of three Golden Globes), nine series of Shameless (Channel 4: BAFTA and RTS 
Awards), Skins – six series for E4, Martina Cole’s The Take and The Runaway (Sky 
One), Einstein and Eddington starring David Tennant (BBC1/ HBO), Generation Kill 
(HBO), The Devil’s Whore (Channel 4), Wild at Heart – seven series (ITV1) and the 
US version of Skins for MTV.  

New productions in 2012 include: Coup (Channel 4), The Village (BBC1), Beaver 
Falls (E4), Wild at Heart (ITV), Shameless 10 (Channel 4) and the adaptation of 
Philippa Gregory’s bestselling novel The White Queen for BBC1.  

Other past Company Pictures productions include: The Lakes by Jimmy McGovern, 
A Young Person’s Guide to Being a Rock Star (RTS award Best Serial) for Channel 4 
and Warner Bros, North Square (Channel 4: winner Best Series Press Guild), Not 
Only But Always (Channel 4: winner Best Series Press Guild, BAFTA Best Actor 
winner for Rhys Ifans), The Rotters’ Club (BBC), and The Life and Death of Peter 
Sellers (HBO: winner of two Golden Globe Awards for Best TV Movie, Best Actor for 
Geoffrey Rush and 15 Emmys). Company has made five feature films with some of 
the UK’s leading directing talent including films by Roger Michell, Stephen Hopkins, 
Penny Woolcock, Shane Meadows and Lynne Ramsay.  

Among its numerous awards, Company Pictures won Best Independent Production 
Company at the 2005 and 2008 Broadcast Awards and the European Producers of 
the Year Award at the 2004 Monte Carlo Awards. Since October 2004 Company 
Pictures has been a part of the All3 Media group. 

 


